Special Needs Soccer - Session Two - Overview

1. Check in Volunteers & Players
   - Create Name Tags For New Players, Check that each player has: Shin-guards, a ball and plenty of water.
   - Early arrivals can take shots on a Pugg goal from a predetermined spot, one at a time, or dribble around the perimeter of field. Volunteers: One Goalie, One shot organizer.

2. Start Session Sitting In A Large Circle
   - Coach Introduction, Volunteer Introduction, Player Introduction

3. Dribbling Warm Up - Follow The Leader
   - Player dribbles the ball trying to follow a Volunteer or another player around a predetermined area based on group side. Volunteer moderates speed based on player skill and geography to keep plenty of space between other pairs.
   - After a few minutes, reverse roles and have Volunteer try and catch Player dribbling the ball
   - Advanced: Volunteer can teach Player a 1v1 move. Child tries to “beat” Volunteer (create distance) using move during pursuit
   - Water Break

4. Red Light / Green Light
   - Create two parallel lines of cones 20 yards apart. Position every Player equidistant on one line facing the other set of cones without their ball. Adjust width of cones to ensure each player has plenty of space. Coach yells “Green light (Run), Yellow light (walk) or Red Light (Stop)” as the Players attempt to get to opposite line. If a Player doesn’t Stop they have to take five steps back (not strict & only enforced when blatant infractions occur). Go back and forth once and then...
   - Introduce Ball. Every Player now has to dribble a ball with same rules. When Coach yells “Stop” Players have to stop ball and place the sole of their foot on top. Go several rounds until the the first sign of fatigue.
   - Water Break

5. Cats & Mice
   - Use the same cone setup as Red Light / Green Light above. Every Player on a line with a ball (Mice). Players have to dribble to the other side without the Cats (initially a couple of Coaches / Volunteers) in the middle (between the cones) trying to poke the ball out of the coned area. If a Mouse’s ball gets kicked out of the playing area, the Player becomes a Cat and joins the other Cats for the next round. Go several rounds until the Players become tired.
   - Water Break

6. Ice Cream Cones
   - Use the same cone setup as Red Light / Green Light above, except add a set of cones for each Player to dribble around.
   - Players line up behind their set of cones with a ball. Make sure the cones are widely spaced along the starting line, so players have plenty of room. When the Coach yells “Go!” players dribble around cones and back to start in a “Figure 8” pattern. Reset and go several rounds until the the first sign of fatigue.
   - Water Break

7. Small Sided Games
   - Match equally skilled players together and play 3v3 / 5v5 games with Pugg goals, no goalies.
   - Small sides ensure plenty of touches, volunteers assist players in need.
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- Dribbling Warm Up - Follow The Leader
  -- Player dribbles the ball trying to follow a Volunteer or another player around a predetermined area based on group size. Volunteer moderates speed based on player skill and location to keep plenty of space between other pairs. After a few minutes, reverse roles and have Volunteer try and catch Player dribbling the ball
  -- Advanced: Volunteer can teach Player a 1v1 move. Child tries to “beat” Volunteer (create distance) using move
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- Red Light / Green Light

-- Create two parallel lines of cones 20 yards apart. Position every Player equidistant on one line facing the other set of cones without their ball. Adjust width of cones to ensure each player has plenty of space. Coach yells “Green light (Run), Yellow light (walk) or Red Light (Stop)” as the Players attempt to get to opposite line. If a Player doesn’t Stop they have to take five steps back (not strict & only enforced when blatant infractions occur). Go back and forth once and then...

-- Introduce Ball. Every Player now has to dribble a ball with same rules. When Coach yells “Stop” Players have to stop ball and place the sole of their foot on top. Go several rounds until the the first sign of fatigue.
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- Cats & Mice
  - Use the same cone setup as Red Light / Green Light. Every Player on a line with a ball (Mice). Players have to dribble to the other side without the Cats (initially a couple of Coaches / Volunteers) in the middle (between the cones) trying to disposses them and poke the ball out of the coned area. If a Mouse’s ball gets kicked out of the playing area, the Player becomes a Cat and joins the other Cats for the next round. Go several rounds until the Players become tired.
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- **Ice Cream Cones**

  -- Use the same cone setup as Red Light / Green Light, except add a set of cones (Green Tall Cones) for each Player to dribble around. Players line up behind their set of cones with a ball. Make sure the cones are widely spaced along the starting line, so players have plenty of room. When the Coach yells “Go!” players dribble around cones and back to start in a “Figure 8” pattern. Reset and go several rounds until the first sign of fatigue.
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- Small Sided Games

  Match equally skilled players together and play 3v3 / 5v5 games with Pugg goals, no goalies. Volunteers assist players in the field as needed. Coach referee's the action and provides “Coaching Points” to individual players during the course of the game, but never stops play to do so. Volunteers along sidelines tap ball back into play to prevent it from going out. However, when a ball goes way out of bounds, players perform throw-ins and goal kicks (add corner kicks if players are more advanced). Blatant, deliberate fouls are always called to control the game. Kick off (restart) in the middle of the field after every goal. Frequent team and individual water breaks as needed.
Support Our Sponsors!

Storelli - Advanced Soccer Protection

Storelli - ExoShield HeadGuard

What They Say:
“Quite simply, the most protective soccer headgear on the market.”

What We Say:
Tested extensively during the Summer of 2013, Special Needs Soccer found the protection easily exceeds other products currently on the market with excellent padding and a stylish, elegant design that children and adults will want to wear.

Features:
- Outperforms traditional headguards in scientific protection testing and reduces the effect of G-forces by over 50%.
- Sleek design avoids traditional “helmet” look while still maximizing protection in key areas.
- Constructed specifically for soccer with best-in-class materials to provide superior impact absorption, temperature control, breathability and comfort.
- Incorporates the same innovative, lightweight open-cell viscoelastic foam used in combat-grade military helmet liners.

Order Now for only $59.99 - Storelli.com

Your Company Here!

Sponsor Special Needs Soccer!

It takes quite a volunteer effort to develop, test and create the curriculum you’re holding in your hands here. Please support Special Needs Soccer with this unique marketing opportunity or by simply donating to our endeavor. All proceeds go directly to providing essential information and coaching materials to anyone who conducts a special needs soccer program, or is looking to start one.

Present your company’s products and/or services to a qualified Special Needs community with an advertisement embedded directly into our curriculum. Showcase a product, present a special deal, offer a coupon - it’s simple and easy to create a valuable and rewarding promotion!

Call us today to learn more about how you can support Special Needs Soccer via this unique platform: 516.399.0570 // info@specialneedsoccer.com